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Introduction

A 
s corporate networks, data centers, and the security infra-
structure that protects them continue to grow in size and 

complexity, so too does the security policy. Firewalls and routers 
filter network traffic for improved security and enable connec-
tivity required by data center applications. Manually managing 
complex security policies across devices and operations teams 
to address business requirements, security risks, and compliance 
mandates often results in higher costs, unnecessary risk, and the 
inability to keep up with the speed of the business.

About This Book
Security Policy Management in the Data Center For Dummies, 
AlgoSec Special Edition, explores the growing complexity of 
security management for organizations of all sizes, the risks to 
the security and operations of your business, and the solutions 
that can help you properly manage your data center security.

Foolish Assumptions
It’s been said that most assumptions have outlived their 
uselessness, but I’ll assume a few things nonetheless! First, I 
assume that you know a little something about network secu-
rity and security technologies, such as firewalls and routers. 
As such, this book, written on behalf of AlgoSec, is written pri-
marily for IT professionals responsible for securing and ensur-
ing the availability of data centers and their applications.

Next, I assume that you either manage more than a handful of 
firewalls deployed across many data centers, or you manage 
people who manage more than a handful of firewalls deployed 
across many data centers. Although the security policy man-
agement issues discussed in this book affect organizations 
and networks of all sizes, they are compounded for organiza-
tions and networks with a large number and variety of  
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Security Policy Management in the Data Center For Dummies 2
firewalls deployed across many data centers, and the need for 
the solutions presented here is further amplified in large and 
complex enterprise networks.

Icons Used in This Book
Throughout this book, I occasionally use special icons to call 
attention to important information. You won’t see any smiley 
faces winking at you or any other cute little emoticons, but 
you’ll definitely want to take note! Here’s what you can expect.

 This icon points out information that may well be worth com-
mitting to your nonvolatile memory, your gray matter, or your 
noggin — along with anniversaries and birthdays!

 You won’t find a map of the human genome here (or maybe 
you will, hmm), but if you seek to attain the seventh level of 
NERD-vana, perk up!

 Thank you for reading, hope you enjoy the book, please take 
care of your writers! Seriously, this icon points out helpful 
suggestions and useful nuggets of information.

 Proceed at your own risk . . .  well, okay — it’s actually noth-
ing that hazardous. These helpful alerts offer practical advice 
to help you avoid making potentially costly mistakes.

Beyond the Book
Although this book is chock-full of information, I can only cover 
so much in 48 pages! So, if you find yourself at the end of this 
book, thinking “Gosh, this is an amazing book, where can I learn 
more?,” just go to www.algosec.com. There, you can get more 
information about AlgoSec’s security management products 
and solutions, download demos, view webinars, read data-
sheets and whitepapers, find a partner to help you implement  
a security policy management solution, and much more!

Where to Go from Here
Simply turn the page, seriously. You can dive in anywhere you 
want and come back as often as you like.
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Chapter 1

The Evolution of Network 
Security in the Data Center

In This Chapter
▶	Understanding the increasing volume and complexity of business 

applications

▶	Recognizing evolving threats targeting applications in the data center

▶	Bringing security discussions into the boardroom

▶	Moving to virtualized data centers and migrating applications  
to the cloud

▶	Examining the “software-defined” trend

T 
he data center is the hub of the enterprise. Despite numer-
ous changes in data center architecture and technology, 

IT’s primary functions remain the delivery, availability, and 
security of business applications. But for network and secu-
rity teams, delivering and securing applications “at the speed 
of business” is increasingly challenging. Explosive growth in 
the volume of applications, an evolving threat landscape, and 
tectonic shifts such as cloud computing and software-defined 
networking (SDN) require new approaches to keep the data 
center, and the applications the data center houses, running 
efficiently. This chapter takes a look at all of these topics.

Application Overload
The data center’s primary function is to deliver business 
applications. These applications are similar to the heart in a 
human body, because if they aren’t performing at an optimal 
level, then the business will suffer, just like a body will suffer if 
the heart doesn’t work properly.
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Security Policy Management in the Data Center For Dummies 4
Business applications are both critical and abundant in the 
data center. In a recent AlgoSec survey of 240 IT and security 
professionals, nearly one-third of respondents said that they 
had more than 100 critical applications in their data center 
(32 percent) and nearly 1 in 5 (19 percent) had responsibility 
for more than 200 critical data center applications.

Not only does the modern data center have high volumes 
of business applications — from commercial off-the-shelf 
applications such as SAP and SharePoint, to homegrown 
applications performing custom business logic — but they 
also are extremely complex. Two-tier, well-defined, and con-
tained applications have given way to multi-tier, distributed, 
and inter-dependent architectures, which require elaborate 
communication paths across other applications, servers, and 
databases, as well as integrated security features (such as 
encryption and authentication).

With more applications and increased complexity, IT teams 
are pressured to not only ensure availability and security, but 
also to keep up with the speed of the business. According 
to a recent Information Week survey on the state of the data 
center, the top three requirements for application infrastruc-
ture were reliability and scalability (66 percent), security and 
data protection (57 percent) and flexibility to rapidly meet 
new business needs (37 percent).

Business needs are dynamic — whether it’s spinning up new 
applications or keeping existing applications relevant for your 
users, change is something that organizations must both deal 
with and embrace. The complexity, however, baked into data 
center applications, makes it hard for IT to keep up. A quarter 
of respondents to a recent AlgoSec study reported that they 
must wait more than 11 weeks for a new application to go live 
(see Figure 1-1). The time required by IT to deploy application 
updates is also slower than what the business demands; the 
majority of respondents (59 percent) spend more than eight 
hours on each application connectivity change.

 Taking an application-centric view of the security policy that 
enables connectivity can effectively bridge the gaps between 
the different IT constituencies — application developers or 
owners, networking, security, and operations. This perspec-
tive provides a crucial layer of abstraction that can mask the 
growing complexity of today’s security policies and enable IT 
to deploy, update, and secure applications at a faster rate.
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 Chapter 1: The Evolution of Network Security in the Data Center 5

With changes from the business coming faster today than ever 
before, finding the right balance between quickly rolling out 
new applications and updates, and ensuring their connectivity 
and security, is a daily challenge.

 Understanding the difference between external applications 
(such as Facebook or Twitter) and internal business applica-
tions (such as a corporate e-mail system, enterprise resource 
planning, e-commerce, and homegrown applications) is 
important. Security devices such as next-generation firewalls 
(NGFWs) typically focus more on the control of external appli-
cations. Business applications are much more complex and 
integrated into back office operations.

The Threat Landscape  
Continues to Evolve

Today’s threats are more sophisticated and more targeted 
than ever before. Organizations now face a multitude of 
security risks — advanced persistent threats (APTs), dis-
tributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, zero-day exploits, 
SQL injections, insider threats, phishing attacks, and many 
others — from pretty much anywhere, both inside and  
outside the corporate walls.

Up to 1 week

1-4 weeks

5-10 weeks

11-20 weeks

20+ weeks

14%

11%

15%

35%

25%

Average time to deploy
new data center applications

Source: Examining the Impact of Security Management on the Business, AlgoSec, October, 2013

Figure 1-1:  Application deployment times are increasing with  
growing complexity. 
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Security Policy Management in the Data Center For Dummies 6
The data center is the primary target for many of these 
attacks. This comes as little surprise because the data center 
houses an organization’s “crown jewels” — sensitive data 
that financially-motivated hackers covet, and critical applica-
tions for hacktivists seeking to disrupt business. With critical 
applications and sensitive data being exposed ever more as 
business needs dictate anytime, anywhere access, ensuring 
security and availability has become much harder.

Many organizations deploy a defense-in-depth approach to 
protect their information assets. This well-known best prac-
tice security strategy layers security controls to ensure  
that no single point of failure exists that might enable 
an attacker to gain unauthorized access if one control is 
exploited. A defense-in-depth approach typically includes 
both perimeter protection (such as firewalls, intrusion 
prevention systems, and advanced malware detection) and 
endpoint protection (for example, anti-malware, application 
whitelisting, and disk encryption).

But defense-in-depth also means more devices, more controls, 
and more complexity. To provide still more security and, in 
many cases, to address regulatory requirements, data center 
segmentation has become more common today than ever 
before, which comes at a cost — more complexity, more  
management, and more administration overhead.

Discussing Security  
in the Boardroom

For many years, information security has taken a back seat 
to other corporate priorities. But security has evolved — and 
moved up the corporate ladder — from simply restricting 
access to a few monolithic systems, to enabling safe access 
in a business environment that is dynamic, global, and always 
on. Chief Security Officers (CSOs) and Chief Information 
Security Officers (CISOs) are in a position to help an organiza-
tion’s other executives understand risk from the perspective 
of the business, rather than looking at risk by criticality scores 
in a vacuum or prioritized by network paths, for example.
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 Chapter 1: The Evolution of Network Security in the Data Center 7
A business application or network outage has a direct impact 
on a company’s bottom line. Security has to be effective 
enough to minimize risks to the business but also must 
enable the business to be agile in order to stay relevant and 
competitive. Security is no longer just a technical issue; it’s a 
core business issue.

Another event that directly impacts the business is a secu-
rity breach. If a business suffers a highly publicized attack, 
that organization could find itself ostracized by its custom-
ers and partners, in addition to costly fines and penalties if 
regulatory compliance issues are discovered. According to 
a study by the Ponemon Institute, the average cost of a data 
breach globally is $136 per record with the average data 
breach cost to a U.S. organization coming in at $5.4 million 
per data breach!

Organizations today are looking at how to reduce the risk of 
breaches and outages, while improving productivity. When 
it comes to reducing the costs of data breaches, the most 
important factors noted in the same Ponemon Institute study 
were

 ✓	A strong security posture

 ✓	An incident response plan

 ✓	A CSO or CISO

By bringing CSOs and CISOs into the boardroom and empow-
ering them, organizations can set themselves up to better 
ensure that critical applications and sensitive information are 
both available as the business requires and also secure.

Virtualizing Data Centers and 
Moving to the Cloud

As organizations strive to deliver more services faster and 
more efficiently, virtualization and cloud computing have 
come to the forefront as one of the biggest trends in IT over 
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the past decade. Virtualization has literally transformed the 
modern data center. Gartner, Inc., estimates that nearly half 
of all x86 server workloads are virtualized today and that by 
2015 more than 75 percent will be virtualized.

 Virtualization is not the same as the cloud. Virtualization tech-
nology partitions a single physical server into multiple oper-
ating systems and applications in order to emulate multiple 
servers known as virtual machines (VMs). Data center virtu-
alization initiatives often begin with organizations leveraging 
their existing hardware infrastructure to consolidate multiple 
applications within the same system and ultimately to shrink 
their data center footprint.

Security is often cited as the top concern for organizations 
migrating to the cloud — and for good reason. Virtualization 
introduces new challenges; for example, when inter-VM traf-
fic bypasses inspection by traditional security devices and 
controls. Migrating servers as part of a data center consoli-
dation requires the painstaking and almost herculean task 
of inspecting each firewall rule and router access control to 
ensure the maintenance of application connectivity and that 
no unplanned downtime occurs.

The availability and ease of use of public clouds create 
another threat to IT teams known as “shadow IT.” 
Developers and business owners whose requirements are 
not addressed by IT can quickly spin up public cloud ser-
vices without IT even knowing — causing the worst kind 
of security gaps, ones that the organization doesn’t even 
know exist. Therefore, security teams must ensure that 
they evolve from the “no” or “bottleneck” department to a 
business enabler that adopts agile and orchestrated pro-
cesses required to support cloud environments and fast 
application delivery.

 As servers are migrated to the cloud and IP addresses are 
changed, the security policy of firewalls and routers must 
change accordingly in order to maintain application con-
nectivity. An application-centric approach to security policy 
management makes it easier to quickly identify application 
connectivity needs and minimize errors that could result in a 
disruption of service.
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Software-Defined Networking 
and Security

Virtualization and the cloud are transforming the data 
center, but it doesn’t stop there. To become even more 
automated, efficient, and agile, organizations will continue 
to decouple IT services from the underlying infrastructure. 
Software-defined networking (SDN), which decouples the 
network data plane from the control plane, will be the next 
tsunami to hit the data center. Although the time it will take 
for SDN to achieve mass market adoption is anyone’s guess 
today, you’ll find it difficult to uncover an industry expert 
anywhere who doesn’t hold the view that, in time, SDN will 
transform networking in the same way that virtualization 
transformed servers.

SDN will pave the road ahead for software-defined security. 
IT security professionals will once again need to evolve their 
thinking, processes, and tools to rise to the challenge of 
securing SDN. According to Gartner, “by 2017, 60 percent of 
enterprise private cloud deployments will automate the  
provisioning of information security controls.”

 From protocols and standards to solution providers, clear 
winners (and losers) have yet to emerge when it comes to 
SDN. However, one thing is certain: Organizations will need 
to develop an SDx (software-defined anything) mentality and 
focus on applications and data, before they focus on security 
infrastructure and “plumbing.”

IT security and networking professionals must work 
together when planning SDN experimentation — and eventu-
ally implementation — to ensure security. This means being 
able to dynamically change the infrastructure to address 
evolving business requirements, such as changes to appli-
cations and the network. This approach also means align-
ing and orchestrating stakeholders for true accountability 
and removing the human element that too often results in 
misconfigurations. Finally, it means gaining the confidence 
that what is deployed accurately meets your defined secu-
rity policy and compliance requirements, continuously and 
consistently.
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 According to Gartner, 95 percent of firewall breaches are due 

to misconfiguration, not firewall flaws.

Evolving Data Center Security 
Architecture Best Practices

With more sophisticated threats and increasing complexity 
in the data center, organizations must avoid making common 
mistakes in their security architecture. Data center design 
must incorporate certain security architecture best practices 
to ensure the maintenance of a comprehensive and  effective 
security policy. Some best practices include

 ✓	Network topology map: Make sure you have an up-to-date 
view of your network topology that incorporates all traffic 
flows, application components, firewalls, and other impor-
tant information about your environment. A static diagram 
is a good starting point, but to effectively manage a data 
center, you need a dynamic map.

 ✓	Segmentation: Lack of segmentation can open applica-
tions to more risk, but over-segmentation can lead to 
complexity and slow down operations. You can use 
NGFWs to provide granular control at key points, instead 
of implementing a firewall at every possible point. 
Protect public-facing connections with a stronger layer  
of controls, while protecting internal connections with 
controls that aren’t as granular and complex.

 ✓	Virtualization: A common mistake is over-virtualizing 
the environment. Virtualize in tiers within zones (for 
example, Internet zone, application zone, database zone, 
and others) as opposed to virtualizing workloads with 
different security requirements.

 ✓	Single points of failure: Eliminate any single points of 
failure within your business application stream. An appli-
cation has multiple components and a defense-in-depth 
approach ensures that if one component is compromised, 
it doesn’t mean that every component will automatically 
be compromised as well.
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Chapter 2

Addressing Security Policy 
Management Challenges

In This Chapter
▶	Understanding application connectivity

▶	Dealing with change at the speed of business

▶	Moving your applications to the cloud

▶	Complying with security regulations and policies

▶	Implementing more effective security policies

T 
his chapter examines the challenges of managing secu-
rity policies in the data center. Be aware, I cover a lot of 

important topics in this chapter, so hold on to your hats!

Provisioning Connectivity for 
Data Center Applications

As new applications are added — or the connectivity require-
ments for existing ones are modified — network operations 
and security administrators need the capability to not only 
assess the underlying firewall rules and changes that are 
needed, but also to initiate the correct change management 
workflow for implementation.

However, far too often, documentation of various application 
connectivity requirements is lacking, maintained in change 
management databases (CMDBs), spreadsheets, or even in 
the heads of individual administrators. This information is 
often out of date, unreliable, difficult to access, and in no 
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way connected to or correlated with the policies that are 
ultimately configured. Furthermore, the process of sharing, 
interpreting, and accurately translating documentation into 
effective policies is entirely too cumbersome and error prone. 
Application owners don’t understand the underlying security 
infrastructure (nor should they need to) and typically cannot 
communicate business requests in language that network and 
security teams can implement (such as ports, protocols, and 
IP addresses).

Adopting an application-centric approach to security policy 
management will enable you to overcome these challenges. 
Such an approach incorporates application-connectivity man-
agement and enables the derivative policies to be managed from 
the perspective of the applications they support. Additional rea-
sons for using an application-centric approach include

 ✓	Applications (and data) are all that matter to the busi-
ness. Most areas of IT have already made the transition 
to application-centric language and practices (for exam-
ple, application performance monitoring, application 
delivery controllers/networking). A similar lexicon is long 
overdue for information security, which mostly still relies 
heavily on vague networking attributes and terminology.

 ✓	Effectively bridging the gaps between the different con-
stituencies within IT — application developers/owners, 
networking, security, and operations — each of which 
has a role to play when it comes to security policy 
management, and each of which has its own language, 
responsibilities, and agenda.

 ✓	Using application connectivity requirements as a layer 
of abstraction to help mask the growing complexity of 
today’s security policies.

Application-centric analysis that is fully integrated in a secu-
rity management solution can automate the change workflow 
and address common challenges such as:

 ✓	Identifying the impact of proposed network changes, 
such as server migrations or new routing and segmenta-
tion schemes, to an organization’s applications.

 ✓	Accurately identifying/removing access rules for decom-
missioned applications, without impacting the accessibil-
ity of other applications.
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 ✓	Determining the impact of proposed changes to access 

rules — for example, in response to newly discov-
ered threats or vulnerabilities — to an organization’s 
applications.

From DevOps to DevSecOps
Getting development and operations 
teams to work more closely together 
in order to accelerate the delivery of 
critical applications has spawned 
the DevOps movement in IT. The 
improved collaboration brought 
about by DevOps shouldn’t stop with 
development and operations though. 
By including security in the DevOps 
model, organizations can improve 
agility, achieve operational excel-
lence, and build security into their 
development projects — before 
new applications and changes are 
pushed into production.

As more organizations look to add 
next-generation infrastructure and 
move from physical data centers to 
private/hybrid clouds, the integration 
of security with DevOps becomes 
even more important. Here’s how to 
make it happen:

 ✓	 Collaboration: Aligning three dis-
parate yet linked teams is impor-
tant, especially when consider-
ing the security change process. 
By breaking down the traditional 
silos and bringing each stake-
holder into the change process 
from the beginning, you can 
ensure the proper checks and 
balances are built in and pro-
vide the proper visibility from all 
angles (for example, application 

connectivity needs, security and 
compliance checks, and broader 
network requirements).

 ✓	 Communication: Communication 
is intertwined with collabora-
tion and is readily apparent in 
the security change process. 
Whereas an application owner 
may request a connectivity 
change, network operations 
must process the change, and 
security must ensure that the 
change is made in a secure 
manner that doesn’t create  
new risk. This can’t happen if the 
teams aren’t effectively commu-
nicating with one another.

 ✓	 Co-ownership: The DevOps 
model further embeds each team 
into the fabric of the others. Early 
on, the security team should be 
involved with the development 
team to ensure that the applica-
tion code is secure and with the 
operations team to ensure that 
changes pushed to the network 
don’t create new risks. Sharing 
responsibility across these 
teams facilitates teamwork 
and helps improve the process 
around delivering new function-
ality, as well as demonstrating 
compliance, security enforce-
ment, and operational efficiency.
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 The value of secure application decommissioning cannot 

be overstated. Having a DevSecOps model in place can help 
ensure that business owners and IT security teams are on the 
same page when it comes to decommissioning an applica-
tion and its associated access rules. For many organizations, 
retired applications are a major contributor to bloated rule-
sets that increase management complexity and needlessly 
expose the enterprise to greater risk.

Keeping Up with Changing 
Business Requirements

Business requirements change at a breakneck pace in today’s 
global environment. New opportunities emerge and key decisions 
are routinely made that can significantly impact the profitabil-
ity — and even the viability — of an organization. The organiza-
tion’s underlying technology infrastructure must enable the 
business environment, while reducing organizational risk and 
maintaining the security posture in an increasingly dangerous 
threat environment. However, the sheer complexity of a network 
can lead to mistakes, especially when it comes to multiple firewalls, 
routers, web proxies, and other devices with complex policies.

Failure to properly manage changing requirements can lead 
to serious business risks, from legitimate application traffic 
being blocked and malicious traffic being permitted to shut-
ting down the entire enterprise network. Factors which con-
tribute to security change management problems include

 ✓	Lack of formal policies: Placing a sticky note on your 
firewall administrator’s desk and expecting the change 
request to be performed doesn’t cut it! An effective and 
efficient change-request process requires clearly defined 
and documented steps for how a change request will be 
handled, including a procedure for emergency situations.

 ✓	Poor communication among key stakeholders: Security 
changes typically start with a business application owner 
who sends a request to IT to plan the change, then to the 
security team to assess risk, and back to IT to implement. 
The challenge is that these parties typically work in silos 
and don’t speak the same language — such communica-
tion barriers are a large contributor to out-of-band, or 
unapproved, changes that can lead to application and 
network outages, new risks, and noncompliance.
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 ✓	Not understanding the associated business risks:  

What’s often overlooked is the impact that poorly  
managed security changes have on the business. In a 
recent AlgoSec survey, 80 percent of respondents experi-
enced network or application outages as a result of  
out-of-process changes.

 ✓	Network complexity: Complexity is a killer when it 
comes to security. But complexity often rules the net-
work, with hundreds of security devices of different 
types from different vendors and thousands of policies 
with no common, centralized view.

 Before processing a security change request, you’ll want to 
answer a few questions:

 ✓	Will the change impact any other applications and/or 
components? If so, what is that potential impact?

 ✓	What new security vulnerabilities may be introduced?

 ✓	Will the change have an impact on compliance with an 
internal policy or external regulation/standard?

Effectively managing security changes requires an automated 
and application-centric solution in conjunction with sound 
processes. To set up your team for success, you must have 
well-documented policies and procedures, combined with 
technical controls that help with enforcement and oversight. 
Once a security policy management solution is integrated 
with your overall change management function, you can set 
up the business for success instead of creating a “wait and 
see” situation and “hoping” everything works out.

Supporting Data Center 
Consolidation and  
Cloud Migration

More organizations are pursuing strategies that enable them 
to take advantage of the financial and operational benefits that 
virtualization and the cloud offer. Some of the more common 
reasons for migrating an organization’s physical data center — 
or at least some critical applications within the data 
center — to the cloud include
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 ✓	Reducing operating costs

 ✓	Improving disaster-recovery capabilities

 ✓	Addressing regulatory requirements for keeping certain 
customers’ personal data in-country rather than offshore

Regardless of the reasons, such a migration is a complex pro-
cess, involving many stakeholders with different priorities and 
motivations. One of the key teams involved in a data center 
migration process is the network security team.

Virtualizing a physical data center and moving it to a private 
or hybrid cloud requires careful analysis of both security and 
connectivity needs. The challenge is that you must perform 
these actions without disrupting existing services and without 
unplanned downtime. In fact, according to a recent AlgoSec 
survey, more than two-thirds of organizations encountered 
application connectivity disruptions or outages during data 
center migration projects.

 Here are some common questions that network and security 
operations teams struggle with when migrating or replicating 
servers as part of a data center consolidation or cloud  
migration project.

 ✓	Which applications are dependent on this server?

 ✓	What connectivity is allowed to and from this server?

 ✓	Which firewall rules enable this connectivity?

 ✓	How do I migrate these firewall rules to enable the same 
connectivity in the new data center?

 ✓	Can I decommission any of the old rules without causing 
a disruption?

Why are outages or disruptions so common? It’s often unclear 
exactly which applications depend on a particular server in 
the old data center because servers commonly support mul-
tiple applications. Furthermore, it’s not always clear which 
other servers need to communicate with the server cur-
rently being migrated, and what ports and protocols should 
be allowed. The reason for this uncertainty is that in many 
organizations the visibility and documentation — which appli-
cations depend on to know which servers and what traffic 
flows support each application — are inaccurate, outdated, or 
simply nonexistent.
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However, a reliable, often untapped source of information 
exists to help organizations minimize such outages and dis-
ruptions: the organization’s firewall policy. After all, before 
any servers are migrated, all the applications are working —  
so, obviously, all of the traffic flows they’ve relied on are 
allowed by firewall rules.

 Using the existing firewall rules, you can migrate a server 
without any surprises. First, you can discover all of the fire-
wall rules that refer to the old server’s IP address. Then, you 
can add the IP address of the cloned server to all the dis-
covered rules (so the old and new servers can work concur-
rently). After this is accomplished, the application engineers 
can reconfigure all of the applications’ components to use 
the new IP address — without concern that the traffic will be 
blocked. And once all the applications that rely on the server 
have been reconfigured and tested, you can safely shut down 
the old server and remove all references to its decommis-
sioned address from the firewall rules.

Reducing Risk and Ensuring 
Compliance

Keeping up with numerous regulations (totaling more than 
400 regulations worldwide with more than 10,000 overlapping 
controls), as well as industry, business partner, customer, and 
internal corporate standards and policy requirements, has 
become quite a challenge. Many of these regulations mandate 
specific controls, corporate compliance programs, audits, 
public disclosures, and stiff penalties for noncompliance. 
These regulations and standards are continually evolving, and 
organizations must typically undergo multiple audits every 
year. The challenges are as follow:

 ✓	Understanding all the requirements to which your busi-
ness must adhere.

 ✓	Having a constant view of your compliance posture.

 ✓	Understanding how to quickly remedy compliance gaps 
if/when they arise.

 ✓	Doing all of these without taking up too many resources 
and budget from more strategic purposes.
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In a recent AlgoSec survey, nearly three-quarters of respon-
dents said they spent more than one man-week per year on 
firewall audits. One in six reported that their organization 
devoted at least one man-month to firewall audits annually. 
These responses highlight the point that if audits can become 
more streamlined and efficient, IT professionals can have the 
time to focus on more strategic efforts that advance the goals 
and productivity of the organization.

Given the complexities and nuances of information security 
regulations, networks, and data centers, businesses can’t 
afford to ignore what’s required and what’s at stake.

 Regulatory compliance can seem overwhelming, but keep the 
objective in mind — information security. You should be able 
to translate the various requirements into your corresponding 
security management initiatives. A key aspect of security  
is having visibility into your network and applications and 
being able to prove your security or compliance status at  
any given time.

Proper security policy management is vital to proving your 
current network security status and can help when

 ✓	An IT auditor needs to assess your existing controls.

 ✓	A critical business application isn’t working properly.

 ✓	You suspect your network is under attack.

 ✓	A forensics investigator or incident response team is  
analyzing a network breach.

Maintaining a Secure and 
Optimized Network  
Security Policy

Network security policies often contain many rules that are 
no longer needed. Firewall policy complexity and sprawl add 
significant burden to administrators’ productivity and to the 
performance of the firewall. However, there are sound ways to 
manage this challenge — without impacting the business.
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In organizations with cluttered policies, troubleshooting 
application connectivity issues can be challenging. Too often, 
administrators spend inordinate amounts of time firefighting 
these issues instead of focusing on more strategic activities. 
Some security policy management solutions can provide 
topology- and application-aware traffic analysis and queries 
that enable you to easily determine whether a connectivity 
problem is caused by a firewall or a group of firewalls and, if 
so, allow you to immediately restore connectivity.

Cluttered rulesets also impact firewall performance. While one 
option is to buy more processing power, a more cost-effective 
option is to clean up these policies by leveraging a solution 
that provides actionable recommendations to consolidate sim-
ilar rules, and discover and remove unused rules and objects, 
as well as shadowed, duplicate, and expired rules. Cleaning up 
all of these rules improves firewall performance by reducing 
the need to process a significant amount of unnecessary rules 
until a rule that “matches” the traffic is found.

 Give your firewall performance a boost by reordering rules 
based on the volume of traffic (with higher traffic rules moved 
to the top of the list).

By leveraging intelligent analysis of logs and rulesets, security 
administrators can automate policy optimization to reduce 
complexity, improve security, and achieve significant and 
measurable performance improvements.

Understanding Risk with  
the Business in Mind

With recent breaches making front page news, security is fast 
gaining visibility among business stakeholders and is even 
becoming a regular boardroom discussion in many organiza-
tions. To address this, security leaders and their teams must 
come up with ways to make business stakeholders aware and 
accountable for IT security risks in their business units.

But traditional risk management practices have a very tech-
nical focus, displaying risks for servers, IP addresses, and 
other elements seldom understood by the business. Here too, 
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organizations would be wise to adopt an application-centric 
approach, associating and prioritizing risks with a line of busi-
ness. This enables security teams to more effectively commu-
nicate with business and application owners, giving them the 
visibility that enables them to be accountable and “own  
the risk.”

 According to Gartner, Inc., “Risk and the accountability for 
risk acceptance are — and should be — owned by the busi-
ness units creating and managing those risks.”

One method of achieving this application-centric approach 
to risk management is to integrate security policy manage-
ment with vulnerability scanners that are already in use in the 
organization. Organizations can map vulnerabilities with their 
related data center applications, including their servers and 
complex connectivity requirements. Vulnerabilities and  
severity can then be scored across each application server 
and aggregated per application to provide a holistic view  
of the business risk. As application connectivity flows change, 
these scores should be updated to ensure a current view of 
the application risk at all times.

This approach is different from threat path analysis, which is 
sometimes adopted by businesses to prioritize vulnerabilities. 
However, threat path analysis is disconnected from what  
businesses value most and from a security standpoint. As 
noted in a recent report by the Ogren Group, “Organizations 
reduce the risk of disclosure events by assuming critical 
resources are exposed to all threats, regardless of threat 
paths or how many hops an attack must take before finding  
a vulnerable resource.”
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Chapter 3

Exploring the Security 
Policy Management 

Maturity Model
In This Chapter
▶	Recognizing the limitations of manual processes at the initial level

▶	Automating policy analysis in emerging organizations

▶	Advancing to the next level with process automation

▶	Focusing on applications in visionary organizations

M 
anaging security policies involves many challenges, 
including understanding network topology and traffic  

flows, application connectivity requirements, risks in the 
policy, the purpose of each rule, and others. Organizations 
have a maturity level, not only in terms of what devices and 
capabilities are deployed but also with regard to how their 
security policies are managed.

This chapter examines the four stages of the security policy 
management model, which can be used to

 ✓	Identify and explore an organization’s strengths and 
weaknesses.

 ✓	Compare gaps in current practice.

 ✓	Provide a framework for prioritizing activities to move up 
the maturity curve.
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Getting Started with  
the Maturity Model

Organizations further along the maturity model (see Figure 3-1) 
will experience significant operational efficiencies and 
improvements in agility, while also being able to ensure a 
more secure and compliant network environment.

Level 3-Advanced

Level 4-Visionary

Level 1-Initial

Manual

Level 2-Emerging 

Automated Analysis

Automated Processes

Application-Centricity

Figure 3-1:  The Security Policy Management Maturity Model.

Organizations at the Initial level of the maturity model take a 
mostly or entirely manual approach to security policy man-
agement. Common challenges include

 ✓	Limited understanding of why each firewall rule is 
in place. Without proper documentation, the organiza-
tion is completely reliant on the individual who created 
or changed the rule. If that person doesn’t remember 
or leaves the company, you have no history to review, 
making it harder to troubleshoot firewall-related issues, 
reduce risk and outages caused by rule changes, and pro-
vide detailed reports for compliance audits.

 ✓	Limited visibility of impact to network traffic. 
Understanding how the security policy impacts traffic 
flowing to and from the network is a must, whether per 
device or across multiple devices. Initial goals could be 
generating a map of the network topology and identifying 
connectivity issues more efficiently.
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 ✓	Change management that’s manual and error-prone. 

Weak change-management processes can cause issues 
such as multiple ways of processing changes, increased 
risk of misconfiguration and noncompliance, and a much 
slower process that impedes business agility. A neces-
sary first step is to have a policy for all stakeholders that 
states “this is what we must do.” Additionally, you must 
have a way to enforce the process to ensure new risks 
aren’t created and that rules and configurations are in 
compliance — without slowing down the business.

 ✓	Time-consuming, point-in-time manual audits. Nowadays, 
a common practice in any industry is to conduct regular 
security audits, but compliance must be continuous, not 
simply a point in time. According to Forrester Research, 
“performing a manual firewall audit in today’s network 
environment is nearly impossible.” Achieving compliance 
in this manner is time-consuming and short lived, because 
frequent changes can cause organizations to fall out of 
compliance shortly after an audit.

 ✓	Bloated firewall rulesets. Security policies typically 
grow in size and complexity over time. No effort is 
expended to optimize the rule base because of the fear of 
causing an outage or a security risk by removing a rule. 
By automating the analysis of logs and rulesets, you can 
quickly optimize policies to reduce complexity, improve 
security, and achieve significant and measurable perfor-
mance improvements.

 ✓	Manual risk analysis of the firewall policy. Firewalls are 
often misconfigured, and a major step to improving risk 
analysis from a manual effort is to automate searches  
for more common or high-priority risks that could be in 
the policy.

 To move to next level, you should

 ✓	Review or create documentation for firewall rules.

 ✓	Work to get an accurate view of your network traffic.

 ✓	Define your ideal change-management process.

 ✓	Establish regular firewall and router rule  
clean-up projects.

 ✓	Review risk and compliance processes.
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Taking the Next Step with  
Automated Policy Analysis

Emerging organizations (refer to Figure 3-1) can automate policy 
analysis and track changes across all of the devices in the data 
center. However, automation efforts are still mostly tactical and 
are limited to point-in-time audits or cleanup projects. Common 
characteristics of organizations at this level include

 ✓	Automated monitoring and alerting of policy changes: 
Visibility improvements are dramatic, with automated 
tracking and notifications when rules are changed. This 
information is useful for audit purposes and to help  
troubleshooting connectivity or risk issues.

 ✓	Automated policy optimization and risk analysis: 
Unused rules and objects, as well as covered, duplicate, 
expired rules, and much more can be quickly discovered. 
Rules may also be reordered for optimal performance. 
Risk and severity in the firewall policy are now under-
stood. Overly broad rules (that is, when “ANY” is in the 
SRC, DEST, SERVICE, APP, or USER fields) can be easily 
tightened without impacting business requirements.

 ✓	Automated audit reports for point-in-time compliance: 
Organizations can automatically generate reports that 
demonstrate compliance instead of conducting manual 
audits that can take weeks for just one firewall.

 ✓	Change management still manual and error-prone: 
Process review and improvements may be underway, but 
there is still little to no process automation or firewall-
aware intelligence, which can significantly improve the 
speed and accuracy of making changes. Many changes 
need to be redone and out-of-process changes are still a 
common occurrence, which can lead to trouble: 76 per-
cent of respondents in an AlgoSec survey reported that 
out-of-process changes resulted in application and/or 
network outages. Additionally, security teams don’t know 
whether changes are executed in accordance with the 
defined security policy.

 ✓	Lack of understanding of business impact from security 
changes: In a recent AlgoSec survey, the majority of IT 
professionals (53 percent) report that they have limited 
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visibility into the impact that network security changes 
have on business applications. Often, the result is an 
outage to a critical application or possibly the network —  
two-thirds of IT professionals report unexpected outages 
or disruptions during data center application migrations 
to public, private, or hybrid clouds.

 Although audits are now faster and more accurate, organi-
zations typically fall out of compliance in between audits 
because of frequent changes.

 To move to the next level, you must make sure that your  
security and network teams are aligned when it comes to 
change management. Additional steps include

 ✓	Integrating risk and compliance analysis into the change 
process before making the change.

 ✓	Measuring the time required to process a change.

 ✓	Reconciling requests and changes made to identify  
out-of-process changes.

 ✓	Assessing the value of automation as part of a firewall 
and network-aware change process.

Streamlining the Security 
Change Workflow

Organizations at the Advanced maturity level (refer to Figure 3-1) 
have automated change management, bringing together 
security and network teams to process changes more quickly 
and with greater accuracy while ensuring continuous compli-
ance. However, automation and visibility are not extended to 
application owners. “Advanced” companies may still struggle 
to understand business requirements and make the security 
infrastructure work for the business. Characteristics of  
organizations at this level include

 ✓	More agile security change workflow: Now, security and 
network operations teams are aligned for better response 
to dynamic business needs. Change requests are pro-
cessed more quickly and accurately through automated 
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workflows that eliminate what were previously manual, 
time-consuming processes. Redundant change requests 
are immediately eliminated by comparing change 
requests with the rule(s) already in place and automati-
cally closing those change request tickets.

 ✓	Continuous compliance and accountability: 
Organizations can ensure that every change request 
is automatically analyzed for risk before the change is 
made, allowing stakeholders to make informed decisions 
about changes that affect risk and compliance levels. 
Now, organizations can measure every step of the secu-
rity change workflow to demonstrate compliance and 
ensure that service level agreements are attained.

 ✓	Discovery of out-of-process changes: Organizations at 
this level can eliminate out-of-process changes by auto-
matically matching each change request with the change 
that was actually performed.

 ✓	Limited visibility of business impact of security 
changes: While security and network operations teams 
are in sync, application owners are not looped in to the 
security change process, which causes key requirements 
to get lost in translation. Little to no understanding exists 
of the impact a connectivity change may have on other 
business applications.

 ✓	Basic documentation of application connectivity needs: 
Organizations at this level typically have spreadsheet-
level documentation of business application connectivity 
requirements. There is little visibility and control of these 
requirements and their relation with the security policy. 
One major issue is that 80 percent of the respondents  
in an AlgoSec survey reported outages or impaired  
network performance as a result of application-related 
rule changes.

 ✓	Vulnerabilities still not prioritized by business impact: 
While organizations have vulnerability scanners in place, 
the long lists of vulnerabilities produced are too much 
for any business to adequately address. Vulnerability 
information is typically presented for IP addresses  
and servers, and not in the context that business owners 
can understand.
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 To become “Visionary” in security policy management, you 

have to become application-centric. Here’s how:

 ✓	Review processes for documenting application connectivity 
needs.

 ✓	Assess gaps between the application and network teams 
relating to the security and network infrastructure.

 ✓	Review processes for decommissioning applications and 
related unused firewall rules.

 ✓	Examine options to allow business owners to  
“own the risk.”

Closing the Loop with an 
Application-Centric Focus

Instead of looking at devices from strictly a firewall/security 
perspective, Visionary organizations (refer to Figure 3-1) are 
making decisions from the perspective of critical applications 
in the data center. Stakeholders across security, network oper-
ations, and application teams have visibility of the business 
requirements and the security implications and are aligned. 
Characteristics of a Visionary organization include

 ✓	Faster security provisioning of data center applications: 
By automatically translating application connectivity 
requirements into the necessary firewall rules, triggering 
the appropriate change requests and embedding rich 
analysis capabilities, organizations can simplify and 
accelerate policy changes and enable security to keep up 
with the speed of business.

 ✓	Full understanding of application connectivity needs: 
Instead of maintaining application connectivity require-
ments in spreadsheets, Visionary organizations link the 
application connectivity needs to the security policy — 
the associated rules and the impacted devices are key 
components of an application-centric approach to  
managing the security policy.

 ✓	Aligned application, security, and operations teams: 
Visionary organizations implement an application-centric 
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approach that accommodates each constituency and 
provides the means to speak the same language.

 ✓	Secure decommissioning of applications: An applica-
tion-centric approach enables organizations to accu-
rately identify and remove access rules for decommis-
sioned applications, without impacting the accessibility 
of other applications. This improves security without 
impacting availability and performance.

 ✓	No application outages due to firewall misconfigurations: 
As new applications are added — or the connectivity 
requirements for existing ones are modified, Visionary 
organizations can calculate the underlying firewall rules/
changes that are needed and initiate the corresponding 
change process. Since application outages are often a 
result of poor firewall rule changes, being able to iden-
tify the impact of proposed changes to an organization’s 
applications, such as server migrations or new routing 
and segmentation schemes, is significant.

 ✓	Business stakeholders own the risk: Visionary organi-
zations can integrate with existing vulnerability scan-
ners and map vulnerabilities with their related data 
center applications, including their servers and complex 
connectivity requirements. Aggregating vulnerability 
information into an application-centric view enables all 
risks associated with a line of business to be displayed 
and prioritized accordingly. Now the business can be 
accountable and own the risk.

 Organizations further along the maturity model will experience 
significant operational efficiencies and improvements in  
agility, while also being able to ensure a more secure and  
compliant network environment.
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Chapter 4

Improving Security and 
Agility with the AlgoSec 

Security Management Suite
In This Chapter
▶	Looking at the complete AlgoSec Security Management Suite

▶	Getting an application-centric view with BusinessFlow

▶	Automating security change workflows with FireFlow

▶	Managing network security policies with Firewall Analyzer

▶	Recognizing the return from automating security policy management

T 
his chapter examines the AlgoSec Security Management 
Suite, its features and functions, and how AlgoSec can 

help you manage and orchestrate your organization’s security 
policies.

The AlgoSec Suite
The AlgoSec Security Management Suite delivers an automated 
and application-centric solution for managing complex poli-
cies across firewalls, routers, switches, and web proxies to 
improve both security and business agility. The AlgoSec Suite 
bridges traditional gaps amid security, network, and application  
teams to

 ✓	Streamline security operations and change management.

 ✓	Ensure continuous compliance.

 ✓	Accelerate application delivery and ensure availability.
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 ✓	Understand risk from the business perspective.

 ✓	Deliver a tighter security policy that offers better protection 
against cyber attacks.

The AlgoSec Security Management Suite is comprised of the 
following products (see Figure 4-1) and powered by AlgoSec’s 
patented Deep Policy Inspection technology:

 ✓	AlgoSec BusinessFlow aligns application, security, and 
operations teams by delivering innovative application-
centric security policy management that ensures faster 
service delivery and maximizes application availability.

 ✓	AlgoSec FireFlow intelligently automates the workflow  
of network security policy changes and seamlessly  
integrates with change management systems (CMS).

 ✓	AlgoSec Firewall Analyzer intelligently automates 
firewall policy analysis and auditing to simplify firewall 
operations and compliance while reducing risk.

BusinessFlow FireFlow Firewall Analyzer

Deep Policy Inspection

Figure 4-1:  The AlgoSec Security Management Suite.

 AlgoSec’s patented Deep Policy Inspection technology 
serves as the policy analysis engine and the foundation of 
the AlgoSec Suite (see Figure 4-2). AlgoSec non-intrusively 
collects and analyzes routing tables, rulesets, and log files 
from various firewalls, routers, switches, and other network 
security devices using SSH (SecureShell) or other protocols 
such as OPSEC (Check Point) and Syslog. AlgoSec also pulls 
in vulnerability information from scanners and application 
connectivity requirements from CMDBs (configuration  
management databases), spreadsheets, and firewall rules.
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Application Connectivity
CMDB Spreadsheets FW Rules

Vulnerability
Scanner

Business Application Delivery

Work�ow Automation

Topology Map Risk Analysis Policy Analysis

Logs Routing Policy

Network Infrastructure

algo sec

Policy Analysis
Engine

Figure 4-2:  The AlgoSec Security Management Suite: How it works.

This data is computed and then leveraged by the AlgoSec 
Suite. BusinessFlow, FireFlow, and Firewall Analyzer are available 
as a suite or as stand-alone modules, but when used together, 
you can efficiently integrate application connectivity management 
with policy analysis and change management.

Data center application 
connectivity management
BusinessFlow delivers an application-centric view of the security 
policy, enabling application owners and network security 
teams to

 ✓	Ensure faster security provisioning, maintenance, and 
safe decommissioning of critical data center applications.

 ✓	Quickly react to changes in network infrastructure or 
application connectivity requirements.

 ✓	Improve visibility of business application connectivity 
requirements and application vulnerabilities.

BusinessFlow features and benefits include the following:

 ✓	Automatically translate connectivity requirements to 
firewall rules. Changes for evolving application connec-
tivity requirements are automatically computed to the 
necessary firewall rule changes and the relevant change 
requests are triggered.
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 ✓	Assess the impact of network changes on application 

availability. Gain key insight into business applications and 
the underlying connectivity flows that may be impacted 
by firewall rule changes and planned or unexpected 
server and device outages.

 ✓	Ensure secure decommission of applications. Safely 
remove network access that is no longer required for 
decommissioned applications to ensure that the security 
policy is hardened without impacting the availability or 
performance of other business applications.

 ✓	Enhance visibility through a central application con-
nectivity portal. A consolidated and up-to-date view of 
required application connectivity enables security and 
network teams to communicate more effectively with 
application owners for accelerated service delivery.

 ✓	Prioritize application vulnerabilities. Vulnerability 
information from leading scanners is mapped to business 
applications and scored at an application-level for more 
effective risk prioritization. As application flows change, 
vulnerability scores are automatically updated to ensure 
an always up-to-date view of risk to the application.

 ✓	Discover and map underlying rules and access control 
lists (ACLs) to applications. Powerful discovery capabili-
ties enable firewall and router access rules to be mapped 
to existing applications, dramatically reducing the time 
and effort to populate the application repository.

 ✓	Accelerate data center consolidation and cloud migration. 
BusinessFlow helps ensure the connectivity between 
onsite and cloud application components during a data 
center migration, to remove access no longer needed 
for decommissioned legacy servers, and to maintain  
connectivity after a migration is complete.

Security policy change 
automation
AlgoSec FireFlow automates the entire security policy change 
workflow for firewalls and secure web gateways — from 
submission and design to risk analysis, implementation, 
validation, and audit. FireFlow seamlessly integrates with, 
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and adds intelligence to, existing service desk ticket systems 
enabling security and operations teams to

 ✓	Reduce the time required to process firewall changes by 
as much as 60 percent.

 ✓	Increase accuracy and accountability of change requests.

 ✓	Enforce compliance and mitigate risk from improper and 
out-of-process changes.

AlgoSec FireFlow features and benefits include the ability to

 ✓	Automate the security policy change workflow. Out-of-
the-box workflows for adding new rules, removing rules, 
changing objects, and recertifying rules enable organi-
zations to tackle more real-life scenarios and improve 
operational efficiency.

 ✓	Analyze change requests to ensure compliance and 
mitigate risk. Every proposed change is automatically 
analyzed — before it’s implemented — to ensure compliance 
with regulatory and corporate standards.

 ✓	Eliminate guesswork with intelligent change 
 management design. Topology-aware algorithms  
automatically verify change requests against network  
traffic to detect unneeded (“already works”) changes  
and notify requestors, which can reduce up to 30 percent 
of change requests from being unnecessarily processed. 
FireFlow’s detailed and actionable recommendations 
specify the most optimal and secure implementation,  
pinpointing the relevant devices and rules to add,  
delete, or edit.

 ✓	Save time and avoid manual errors with automatic 
policy push. FireFlow can automatically implement  
recommended policy changes on the security device.

 ✓	Prevent mistakes and unauthorized changes through 
auto-validation and reconciliation. FireFlow automatically 
validates the correct execution of change requests to 
prevent the premature closing of tickets, and prevents 
unauthorized changes by detecting actual policy changes 
and correlating them with request tickets.
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 ✓	Customize change workflows to meet your unique 

requirements. FireFlow makes it easy to tailor request 
templates and change workflows to each organization’s 
specific requirements, and its flexible roles and workflow 
logic ensure accountability and governance.

 ✓	Track and audit the entire change life cycle. Detailed 
reports track the entire change life cycle, providing  
service-level agreement (SLA) metrics and greatly simplifying 
auditing and compliance efforts.

 ✓	Integrate with existing change management systems 
(CMS). FireFlow seamlessly integrates with existing CMS 
such as Remedy, ServiceNow, and HP Service Manager. 
Status of tickets created in the CMS is continuously 
updated.

“The best way to manage network security operations is to 
link security and operations through change management 
and change control, and to supplement and accelerate 
automation.”

Greg Young, Research VP, Gartner

ActiveChange
AlgoSec’s unique ActiveChange 
technology takes automation of the 
security change workflow to the 
next level. By implementing policy 
changes directly on the firewall, 
ActiveChange technology saves time 
and eliminates human error.

Here’s how it works:

 1. The firewall administrator 
reviews the work order in 
FireFlow and makes any nec-
essary edits. This stage of the 
workflow typically occurs after 
the change request has received 
approvals from the relevant 
departments.

 2. The firewall administrator 
selects the Implement on Device 
option, instructing FireFlow to 
use ActiveChange.

 3. Prior to making the change, 
ActiveChange creates a backup 
of the policy. This is done to 
enable a safe and secure roll-
back if needed.

 4. ActiveChange executes the 
policy change on the manage-
ment server. Note that FireFlow 
does not install the policy. This 
will be executed during a main-
tenance window defined by the 
organization.
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Security policy analysis and audit
AlgoSec Firewall Analyzer (AFA) provides visibility and control 
of complex security policies to automate firewall operations 
and ensure proper configuration of network security devices. 
AFA enables security and operations teams to

 ✓	Reduce firewall audit preparation time by 80 percent.

 ✓	Streamline firewall operations and improve firewall 
performance.

 ✓	Ensure a tighter security policy for improved protection 
against cyber attacks.

AFA’s rich feature set allows you to

 ✓	Gain visibility of your security policy. AFA automatically 
generates an interactive topology map to show all network 
firewalls and routers, subnets, and zones. AFA also  
delivers instant visibility of the impact of security policies 
on network traffic through powerful troubleshooting, 
change planning, and “what-if” queries.

 ✓	Monitor all network security policy changes. All 
changes in the network security policy are monitored 
and logged, and administrators receive real-time e-mail 
alerts for unauthorized or risky changes.

 ✓	Clean up and optimize firewall rulesets. AFA  
discovers unused, covered, duplicate, and expired rules 
and objects, and can even consolidate similar rules. 
Additionally, AFA provides explicit recommendations on 
how to reorder rules for optimal firewall performance 
while retaining the policy logic.

 ✓	Ensure a tighter policy without impacting operations. 
AFA reduces risk without impacting business needs by 
automatically identifying and tightening overly permissive 
rules (for example, ANY Service or Application) based on 
actual usage patterns.

 ✓	Discover and mitigate risky firewall rules. All risks  
and their associated rules in the firewall policy are  
identified and prioritized. AFA relies on the broadest risk 
knowledgebase, consisting of industry regulations and 
best practices, as well as customized corporate policies, 
to ensure more risks are uncovered.
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 ✓	Mitigate cyber threats with baseline configuration com-

pliance. Device configuration baselines can be defined and 
reports can be generated automatically to identify system 
risks that can be exploited by cyber criminals.

 ✓	Generate automated audit and compliance reports. 
Reduce audit preparation efforts and costs by up to 
80 percent by automatically generating reports for corporate 
and regulatory standards, such as PCI-DSS and SOX. AFA 
can report on individual devices and also aggregate findings 
across multiple firewalls through a single report.

 ✓	Simplify data center migrations. AFA simplifies data 
center migrations by providing security policy visibility 
across multiple devices. Instantly discover IP addresses 
of servers that need to be migrated and that are contained 
within firewall objects and rules and generate reports 
to ensure the security policy is properly migrated along 
with the network components.

Delivering a Tangible ROI
In addition to delivering a tighter security policy and minimizing  
disruptions and outages to critical business applications, auto-
mating security policy management can result in significant and 
measurable operational savings for an enterprise. Consider a 
data center with:

 ✓	50 firewalls

 ✓	A “loaded” IT staff member cost of $60 per hour

 ✓	Two changes per firewall per week

Here are a few scenarios in which an organization can achieve 
significant savings.

Preparing for audits
AlgoSec customers have reported an 80 percent reduction  
in time and costs when it comes to audit preparation 
through the use of out-of-the-box reports that provide an 
instant view of compliance status. A manual audit that takes 
40 hours per firewall at a total cost of $120,000 (40 hours x 
50 firewalls x $60/hour) would take only 8 hours per firewall  
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(assuming 80 percent reduction) at a cost of $24,000 per 
audit with AlgoSec. This results in a potential savings 
(per audit) of $96,000.

Processing security changes
A typical change order requires a total of about 4 hours of  
net work that can spread out over several days due to the back 
and forth between teams. AlgoSec customers have reported 
cutting change processing time in half, and also eliminating 
25 percent of unnecessary changes. Assuming 1,200 change 
requests per year at 4 hours per change request, the average 
annual cost of processing security changes without AlgoSec 
is $288,000. Automating the change process with AlgoSec cuts 
the net processing time to 2 hours per change and eliminates a 
quarter of the requests for a total cost of $108,000, or $180,000 
in annual savings.

Troubleshooting connectivity 
problems
AlgoSec customers have reported reducing the time spent 
on troubleshooting connectivity issues in half. So, instead of 
taking 4 hours to resolve an incident and assuming 500 incidents 
a year at an annual cost of $120,000, with AlgoSec it would 
take 2 hours per incident at a cost of $60,000, hence an annual 
savings of $60,000.

Increasing the lifespan 
of your hardware
Cluttered policies require many rules to be processed until a 
rule that “matches” the traffic is found. Ultimately, organizations 
are required to invest in costly hardware upgrades to counter-
act the degradation in performance. Assuming a standard 
4-year refresh cycle, AlgoSec customers have reported being 
able to extend their firewall refresh cycle by another year on 
average.
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Assuming an investment of $23,000 per firewall, for a 50 firewall 
environment, the annual investment without AlgoSec is 
$287,500. By extending that refresh cycle one year, the annual 
firewall investment with AlgoSec would be $230,000, or 
$57,500 in annual savings.

The bottom line
To sum it all up, you can realize quantifiable savings by  
automating security policy management. Many AlgoSec  
customers achieve a return on their investment in less than 
a year, sometimes even within a few months (see Table 4-1).

Table 4-1 ROI on Security Policy Management
Business Justification Savings in $
Reduction in audit preparation costs  
(assuming 2 audits per year)  192,000

Reduction in change request processing time  180,000

Reduction in troubleshooting resolution time  60,000

Extended lifespan of hardware  57,500

Annual savings  489,500

3-year savings 1,468,500

 Not only can you achieve tangible benefits (significant savings, 
as demonstrated in the preceding sections) from automated 
security policy management, but you also get additional, less 
quantifiable benefits including

 ✓	Accelerated application delivery and improved 
availability

 ✓	Reduced risk of security breach and improved data 
protection

 ✓	Improved governance and continuous compliance

 ✓	Increased agility in responding to dynamic business 
needs
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Chapter 5

Ten Evaluation Criteria to 
Consider in a Security 
Policy Management 

Solution
In This Chapter
▶	Looking at factors to assess in a security policy management solution

H 
ere are ten evaluation criteria and features that no security  
policy management solution should be without.

Application-Centric Model
With increasing emphasis on securing and enabling business 
applications, you must ensure that you can manage security 
with the business in mind. An application-centric security 
policy management solution looks beyond the “security 
plumbing” to understand the impact your policy has on  
the risk and availability of business services. Your security 
policy management solution should be able to discover and 
map your data center applications and their connectivity 
requirements. Business requirements are then translated  
into the underlying security policy and unneeded access 
rules can be safely removed when applications are 
decommissioned.
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Breadth of Supported Devices
As a starting point, the firewalls in your environment need to 
be supported, but you also need to know that your solution 
can grow with your data center. Look for a solution that  
supports firewalls from the leading vendors, such as Check 
Point, Cisco, Fortinet, Juniper, McAfee, and Palo Alto Networks, 
as well as other networking components such as routers and 
switches.

Finally, look for a solution that supports next-generation  
firewalls, secure web gateways, and other advanced security 
devices, as well as one that includes a framework for adding any 
generic security device. It should be easy to add devices — for 
example, via an XML file that does not require coding.

Depth of Analysis
Not all security policy management solutions are created 
equal when it comes to analyzing network security policies. 
Look for solutions that include the ability to

 ✓	Analyze all traffic variations based on dynamic network 
simulation, factoring in complex scenarios such as NAT, 
virtual routing, and IPv6.

 ✓	Understand the network with topology-awareness that 
accounts for various security technologies (such as 
Cisco and Juniper zone-based policies).

 ✓	Aggregate findings from groups of firewalls.

 ✓	Analyze how traffic flows through multiple firewalls  
(layered/matrix analysis).

 ✓	Quantify the risk associated with an individual or group 
of firewalls with intelligent risk scoring.

 ✓	Optimize policies by eliminating unused rules or objects 
and consolidating similar rules.

 ✓	Tighten overly permissive rules based on historical 
usage.

 ✓	Reorder rules for optimal firewall performance.
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Change Workflow  
Building Blocks

A rich set of out-of-the-box workflows tackles more real-life  
scenarios for greater operational efficiency. Look for a solu-
tion that provides change management workflows, including

 ✓	Adding new rules. Easily add new rules via a wizard-
driven request process and flow. Workflows should 
include impact analysis, change validation, and audit.

 ✓	Changing rules and objects. Define requests to easily 
manage rules and objects for creation, modification, and 
deletion, and identify rules affected by suggested object 
modifications for best impact analysis.

 ✓	Removing rules. Automatically retrieve all change 
requests related to the rule to be removed, including 
requestor information, notifying all requestors of the 
impending rule removal, managing the approval process, 
and documenting and validating the actual removal.

 ✓	Recertifying rules. Automate ticket recertification by 
presenting all tickets with deadlines for recertification or 
rejection.

Workflow Customization
No two businesses and their processes are alike. Look for 
a security change workflow solution that easily adheres to 
your unique change process, with capabilities such as the 
following:

 ✓	Visual workflow editor: Tailor workflows to your specific 
requirements and create request templates that save 
time and improve communication and clarity between 
requestors and security administrators.

 ✓	Parallel workflows: Enable parallel approval steps within 
the change workflow, which is ideal for when multiple 
approvals are required to process a change.

 ✓	Dynamic workflows: Influence the workflow according to 
dynamic information obtained during ticket processing, 
such as risk level, affected firewalls, urgency, and so on.
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 ✓	Role-based workflow: Ensure accountability and 

increase corporate governance with logic that routes 
change requests to specific roles in the overall workflow.

 ✓	Customizable, pre-populated request templates: Save 
time and improve communication and clarity between 
requestors and firewall administrators.

Risk and Compliance Visibility
While traditional vulnerability management solutions uncover 
vast numbers of vulnerabilities and present information based 
on IP addresses and servers, security teams need to be able to 
communicate risk in the context of business applications. Look 
for a solution that hooks into vulnerability scanners and maps 
vulnerabilities to the corresponding applications — providing  
an effective way to risk remediation efforts and improve both 
security and business productivity.

Your security policy management solution should also be able 
to compare your policies against a risk database that includes 
industry best practices (such as ISO and NIST), regulatory 
standards (such as PCI-DSS), and custom corporate security 
policies, and to identify all security risks including risky rules 
and changes in risk levels.

Compliance reporting is another important feature to con-
sider. Your solution should enable you to automatically gener-
ate reports (per device or across a group of devices) to show 
your compliance status for the latest versions of regulations 
(such as PCI-DSS, SOX, FISMA, ISO-27001, and NERC CIP),  
as well as to create custom reports for internal policies.

Baseline Configuration
Security teams need the ability to define baseline hardware 
and software configurations to which devices must adhere.  
A key criterion to look for is the capability to generate a 
report that identifies devices that do not comply with the cor-
porate baseline. For example, reporting on a default password 
that is changed or a risky operating system service that is 
running. This enables organizations to pre-define their envi-
ronment and ensure that internal policy is being met.
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Extensive Automation
Manual security policy management leads to inefficient IT 
teams and processes, increased risk, and at best, point-in-time 
compliance.

With the volume of security policy changes required on a daily 
basis to support the speed of business in the modern enterprise, 
automation in the data center is critical. Here are some intelli-
gent ways to help automate the security change workflow:

 ✓	Initial planning: Detect all devices impacted by the 
change request and filter unneeded “already works” 
requests for traffic that is already permitted. This 
removes a lot of manual and redundant work.

 ✓	Reconciliation: Ensure that only authorized changes are 
implemented by automatically matching detected policy 
changes with request tickets and reporting on mismatches.

 ✓	 “What if” analysis: Simulate future traffic from a proposed 
change to understand the impact before the change is 
made, which cannot only help from a risk and compliance 
standpoint but also in terms of having to go back and 
make updates to fix improper changes.

 ✓	Validation: Ensure that change requests have been 
implemented on the network exactly as planned. With 
this type of capability, an ANY/ANY/ANY rule will fulfill 
any requested access but will fail validation, ensuring the 
highest level of accuracy.

 ✓	Policy push: Once changes have been approved and 
validated, instead of having to manually deploy these 
changes across multiple devices, your security policy 
management solution should provide you with the 
optional capability to automatically push the new policy, 
thereby improving operational efficiency.

Enterprise Readiness
Large organizations with complex and distributed networks 
must insist on capabilities that ensure availability of the network 
and, in turn, ensure that the business is up and running at all 
times. Features to look for include
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 ✓	High-availability (HA) and disaster recovery (DR).  

HA and DR deployment models are a necessity in any 
mission-critical enterprise network.

 ✓	Geographically-distributed architecture. Appliances 
should be able to be deployed across distributed sites, 
locally collect logs and rulesets, and efficiently transmit 
this information to a central appliance for processing.

 ✓	Load sharing. Analyzing large amounts of log and policy 
data that exist in large environments can be computation-
ally intensive. Load sharing allows multiple appliances to 
share the weight of the analysis for faster report generation.

Integration with Your Ecosystem
No single solution can do everything. Security policy manage-
ment solutions must integrate with complementary systems 
to ensure coherency and consistency in processes, reporting, 
and administration between teams.

Look for a solution that has field-proven integration with:

 ✓	Change management systems (CMS): Most organizations 
already use systems such as BMC Remedy or ServiceNow 
to process changes. Your security management solution 
should be able to complement and integrate with your 
existing CMS to provide intelligent automation that is  
network- and firewall-aware and eliminate the need to 
open and track change requests on multiple systems.

 ✓	Vulnerability scanners: Pulling in vulnerability informa-
tion and correlating it with the pertinent business appli-
cations allows for more effective risk prioritization from 
the business perspective.

 ✓	MSSP portals: Look carefully at the type and breadth of the 
API (application programming interface) to ensure that the 
solution is easily integrated and extensible.

 ✓	Directory services: Role-based access control plays a 
critical role in defining and enforcing security processes. 
Make sure that your security policy management  
solution integrates well with your directory services.

 ✓	Single Sign-On (SSO): This is another component of the 
existing corporate infrastructure with which a security 
policy management solution should be able to integrate.
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